Elizabeth Deck 06:25 PM
Q: I know what trail he is talking about, great! Very excited for the splash pad!
   A: Thanks.

Nate Mansfield 06:26 PM
Q: What steps is the committee taking to incorporate the feedback of the overwhelming opposition to re-opening the loop road in Murphey Candler Park? Further, what public input process will be used to hear these concerns out?
   A: The Committee is aware of opposition to the improvements and opening of the Horseshoe. The Committee’s charge is to provide oversight to the projects approved to be in the Park Bond Program. The MCP masterplan includes adding parking and access to the Horseshoe.

Nate Mansfield 06:29 PM
Q: Any provisions to deal with all the mud in the dog area of Brookhaven Park?
   A: The upper area of the dog park will be sodded. Areas disturbed for grading will be grassed and stabilized. Areas outside of the contractor’s Limits Of Disturbance can be grassed by the City.

Nate Mansfield 06:31 PM
Q: Are there any plans to shade these playgrounds? So hot
   Q: The plans do not include shade structures. There will be a small pavilion beside the playground and a larger pavilion close by.

Steve Peters 06:33 PM
Q: Sorry - should have used Q&A vs Chat - How many parking spaces are being added to Ashford Park?
   A: No parking is being added or removed to Ashford Park as part of the splashpad project. Parking on Caldwell Road will not be available during construction.

Elizabeth Deck 06:35 PM
Q: or the shades like at brook run park playgrounds, please!
   A: The plans do not include shade structures. There will be a small pavilion beside the playground and a larger pavilion close by.

Elizabeth Deck 06:51 PM
Q: Will the pods still be shaded?
   A: The MCP playground pods will be shaded by the tree canopy.
Michael Geitgey 06:52 PM
Q: Please post full drawings for all MCP plans (including demo) on bond website.
   A: Demo drawings for the MCP projects will be posted online.

Elizabeth Deck 06:58 PM
Q: What are the dimensions of this area?
   A: The Community Green oval is approximately 160’ long by 120’ wide

Elizabeth Deck 06:58 PM
I do!

Elizabeth Deck 06:59 PM
Q: What are the dimensions of the stage and other area?!
   A: The stage and entry are both approximately 30’ diameter.

Elizabeth Deck 07:09 PM
Q: Will sidewalk also go down to the ball fields? Yes, Mickey! Please add the sidewalk all the way!
   A: The Swimming Pool Parking Lot Improvement project will take sidewalk from the pool to the playground. The playground has sidewalk along it’s parking lot. The Community Center project will include sidewalk from the playground lot to Nancy Creek Drive.

Nate Mansfield 07:13 PM
Q: What material will the boardwalk over the dam be?
   A: The dam boardwalk and overlooks are currently designed as concrete.

Nate Mansfield 07:14 PM
Q: Is there shade along the boardwalk over the dam?
   A: No shade structures or landscaping will be added as part of the dam boardwalk project.

Pam Burnett 07:35 PM
Q: Will you please share the CHAT with this committee?
   A: The Committee could see the chat comments during the meeting. Chat comments were not saved as record.